The title of the Lightspeed Technologies AIA lunch presentation is “Creating Optimal Listening Environments For Learning”.

Participants will learn how classroom noise affects the learning process for children. Attendees will also learn how the distance from the teacher, softness of the vocal signal, echoes in the room & interfering background noise will affect learning. You will understand how classroom audio systems provide a complement to the acoustical environment & together they will greatly increase scholastic success.

Our discussion will conclude with a look at various types of classroom audio systems composed of wireless microphones, amplifiers & speakers that are available for various types of classroom design & teacher preferences. We will also discuss the trend in current teaching methods & how classroom audio benefits the learning process & classroom management.

Notes: Lightspeed Technologies is registered with the AIA for 1 hour of continuing education credits for attendees with an AIA number.

The lunch presentation will begin at 12:00 & end at 1:00 pm.